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Can I tell?  Will it help?

What can I become aware of,
know more of,
be open and accepting of?

What is on offer
for the betterment of my own perspective,
outlook and opportunity?

What of my own life is on offer
to improve my own self, my own view
and my own behaviour through and through?

What is it?

What am I able to know?
What is open to become more knowing
and willing to try on or out of my life?

Am I able,
willing, open and trusting
to know of my own story
valuable and of worth?

Am I?
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What point to become more,
say inwardly,
mind mentally conscious
obvious when aware?

What is on offer here
to learn of and for what purpose?

Am I a star or to star famously
and value-added or not?

Why would I change?

Why develop from an advantage
of an inner view or knowledge?

What is an advantage
in terms of my own self worth
inwardly achieved?

Are there outward advantages too?

Who is and how is that
to become aware of and be seeing
from my change in outlook?

                  ------0------
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The task, the opportunity,
the advantage and worth-ability
is one way to describe ‘the way of being’
as an on-going way in the life journey
or track or mode?

But, to that as well,
very few are to ever venture
as it is often considered
as a form of religious type quest
or pilgrimage
when in fact it is the trial of a person
willing to become clear
that a life, all life is far more than
of what now of themselves
is first and foremost ‘all’ …

and in that ‘all’, more is to become available -
to incite, to inspire, ignite, create, inform
as a guiding form of insight and ability,

potentially to gain an advantage
in living, learning and accepting
one is on a more basically honest
and admirable course than prior felt,
believed and understood,
thought as possible, or knew available.

                  ------0------
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The cost to an ignorance
of who they are is enormous.
The cost of an arrogance - immense, immeasurable.
The cost to a family being ill-informed,
or driven by a working mantra as success – futile.

The cost of living on the earth as valuable,
without a change in outlook
and of owning the prior behaviour unbecoming –
unachievable to fathom quantitatively.
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The cost, the call, the cry, the view
immeasurable toward anarchy
when one is being led irresponsibly.

Irresponsible to own oneself
as a valuable agent in time and history,
genealogically, spiritually as consciousness -
and all that of an earthly way
to become aware that exists
and depends on our own life story
as invaluable, irreplaceable -
and of immense internal ability
and life times of knowledge.
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The cloud under which we sit at present,
mainly Westernised perception
is of a nuclear impending storm
from ignorant and arrogant
denying incapacity of child-like brains
and not adult type responsible, individual peoples.

                    ------0------

The value to which this is meant …

Ownership.
Responsibility.
Caringly wise and valuable
as a component of a human heart or capacity.
Sensitivity.
Moral abilities.
Potentiality.
Father, brother, mother, sister,
colour ranges, shades and cultures,
beliefs and understanding, accepting
not hating, division based -

these are some of the thoughts
brought to bear
when life is in need and nowhere left
or able to outwardly achieve.
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Who is the me
I am and thought
as part of this history?

Who is on the dial
when hell comes calling
as a warring, as violence yelling
and bombs shelling and shedding?

What buttons are pressing
undealt and blaming,
hating and hurting?

What is in me hiding, denying,
looking and blooming too?

I am what when the end is near
nuclear appears,
dust and dark, cough and splutter,
no one around, what does matter?
Family relationships,
love and care, kindly acts.

Why not now
fill in the cracks before too late,
heal all wounds not lament later
down some morbidly despairing track?

------0------
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Time awaits for no one
on the journey, the track
dust ridden, hollowed out goat path.

We are all responsible.
How can I tell
life is all and every part of a hell
if no one ever gets the call …

‘Wake up and live’
as one who is to then value life
all and every part as if no tomorrow,
no one anywhere
but left on our own – how very, very horrible!

That’s it! … Will it actually matter?
Yes, it will.

Do take out a little moment NOW to reflect
how much is optimum,
even though you a tiny worldly speck,
to own more of your life is now available …
what now are you to do?

Love of self or blame another for your upheaval,
your mistake, your inabilities,
your every ‘downer’ up to now, instead …
accepting life is just that –
learning to love each and every daily learning step.
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